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It is a curious fact of painting since the mid-1970’s that so much of it has built upon the 
vocabulary and conventions of modernist abstract art but has extended them in ways that 
could not have been sanctioned previously. Habits of looking have changed too. Ten years ago, 
we likely would have viewed Michael McCall’s paintings as essentially design-oriented formalist 
compositions. Indeed, ten years ago McCall was making precisely such paintings; but there has 
been a consistent development in his work away from simplicity and the autonomy of form 
toward an art which is allusive, constantly shifting in our attention, and dependent on context. 
 
McCall’s earliest works, dating from the early 1970s, were op-art-derived geometric 
compositions, crisply demarcated and brilliantly painted, whose precise spatial relationships 
were all but mathematically determined. But the sort of mechanical exercise demanded by 
these paintings was unfulfilling to McCall, who desired a more sensuous interaction with the 
paint itself and to work more spontaneously and intuitively. McCall recollects that as he got 
away from the strict, tape-delineated edge that he began to approach painting as a more 
organic and active process – in fact, as a kind of drawing or notation.  
 
At one point McCall ran out of money and could barely afford supplies.  To continue working, 
he gessoed over the old paintings with the intention of making new paintings on the fresh 
surfaces. McCall made a surprising discovery: the patterns of the old paintings re-surfaced – 
quite literally -  in the new gesso, forming tiny raised ridges where the old patterns were 
covered over, thus creating unusual surface effects and a sort of ghost image of the buried 
paintings. McCall credits this happenstance with inspiring in him a realization of what he 
describes as the “constructive/destructive realignment of things” - a discovery of the equivocal 
and protean nature of art. It seemed almost as if the paintings had lives of their own yet were 
part of a continuum of events and contexts outside themselves; they seemed not to be static or 
autonomous objects but things of the world, subject to its circumstances. McCall was 
fascinated with the persistence of art and its mutability when it is transposed from one context 
to another.  
 
Corresponding to McCall’s changing notions about art generally and painting was his new-found 
interest in archaeology and ancient civilizations – especially the Mayan culture whose 
monumental achievements McCall studied closely through books and photographs. A matter 
that intrigued him was how certain marks and systems of notation came about: in fact, McCall 
was preoccupied with nothing less than the origins of writing. It was inevitable that McCall, 
whose view of painting had already shifted to embrace the activity of drawing, would again 
shift his approach to that point when the activity of mark-making becomes ritualized as writing. 
Similarly, he became interested in Mayan numerology and its representational system of dots – 
dots that for a modern artist’s eyes appeared merely decorative but which, understood in other 
contexts, possessed great meaning. Thus, the decorative marks and calligraphic scrawls that 



had come to typify McCall’s paintings now took on a new imaginative significance by their 
incidental associations. 
 
In 1977 Michael McCall went to the Yucatan and to Guatemala, where he not only encountered 
Mayan art but also undertook several new projects, with very fruitful results. He kept copious 
journals in which he recorded an array of Mayan motifs – zig-zags, stepped forms, characteristic 
geometries, and so on. These became the basis for a new suite of paintings that he made after 
returning home.  
 
On the trip, McCall also began making concerted use of his camera as an adjunct to his journals. 
Photograph had long played a significant role in his artistic development. McCall was already an 
experienced photographer, having begun in 1976 a group of quite handsome color photographs 
of custom-made automobile hood ornaments, which he refers to as “mascots.”  To the extent 
that McCall was recording such “local color,” his photographs were essentially documentary. 
But McCall now came to approach photograph as an extension of his vision and his work. He 
readily acknowledged, for example, that most of our knowledge about art comes from 
photographs and other secondary sources. Photographs are, in fact, our primary visual 
experience of all that is outside our immediate or day-to-day purview. It seemed only natural to 
McCall that he should begin photographing his work and the things that were meaningful to 
him, not simply as records but as surrogates or visual explications of this object in their ambient 
context. Thus, after completing the new suite of paintings McCall made a series of photographs 
picturing the paintings in situ with their various owners. Not merely a record, this derivative 
body of work is a genre of portraiture with its own artistic integrity, in which objects and their 
possessors are revealed in their “natural” habitats. Through the context of the photograph, the 
paintings’ status is amplified from art to artifact.  
 
The equivocal nature of McCall’s art was most fully explored, however, in what was also his 
most significant accomplishment of the Mexican trip: the first beach painting. What better way 
to extend the content of his art than by altering its context? McCall decided that painting need 
not be pigment on canvas but might as well be pigment mixed with sand; he sought to an 
improbable locus for such a sand painting on a sparsely populated beach in the Yucatan 
Peninsula. Mixing raw pigment with sea-drenched sand, he made a brightly hued paint, so thick 
it could be modeled. This he placed directly on dry sand near the tide line. Incorporating 
random debris from the immediate vicinity – driftwood, shells, beer bottles, seaweed -  McCall 
fashioned a low relief oval painting whose zig-zag patterns, stripes, chevrons, calligraphic 
scrawls, and totemic imagery were suggested by his response to the found objects. This and 
other sand paintings modeled in the shape of triangles, circles, or flowing banners has an 
anomalous presence, as if they were the trappings from some prehistoric ritual that somehow 
survived or were transplanted to these new environs. McCall observed how passers-by would 
respond to the completed paintings with surprise, curiosity, and speculations over their origin 
and meaning; for divorced from any expected context, they seemed more like displaced artifact 
than selectively place art.  
 



Nothing about these beach paintings was fixed or definitive – not even their existence: 
ultimately, they were abandoned to the elements. Sometimes they blew away, leaving color 
traces like a ghost image in the sand; sometimes they were laved away by the tide or the rain. 
There was a strongly romantic spirit to McCall’s allowing their random destruction, just as there 
had been in their unseemly presence.  
 
What is more, the sand paintings were as romantic in their conception as in their dissolution. It 
is almost as if McCall had created them for the memory: not that they weren’t intended for the 
eye or to be experienced directly on the beach, for indeed they were; but McCall, recognizing 
that few people would ever see them in their remote locations, made them with the specific 
intention of photographing them. If the sand paintings are ambiguous in their actual 
surrounding, in photographs they are removed yet another degree from any defining context 
and are all the more enigmatic. McCall sometimes photographed the sand paintings in isolation 
and at other times as part of a formalized arrangement that suggested and entire environment 
as, for example, when he placed beach chairs and an umbrella around the sand painting. This 
not only obscured or, more accurately, evoked further speculation about the raison d ‘etre of 
the sand paintings, but had the added effect of causing it to ‘read” as a blanket or a rug, 
thereby throwing the very nature of the sand painting into question. Thus, photography served 
McCall yet again in that mode, characteristic to his purposes, less as a document than as a 
contrived portrait, and revealing the sand painting less as a definite object than as ambiguous 
evidence, less as fact than as memory.  
 
All of this points to the equivocal nature of McCall’s work. At any one moment one of his beach 
paintings is a formal composition; a painting; a sculpture; the subject of a photograph; a prop in 
an environment; a relic from the past; a fleeting phenomenon subject to the indifferent forces 
of nature; a memory. McCall’s work verges on theatre, becoming increasingly complex as the 
object plays role upon role in context upon context.  
 
Lately McCall has been contemplating various experiments to create an environment for his 
sand paintings in a gallery situation. He has considered the use of props, lighting, projections, 
and sound – not to simulate a beach but rather to create a very artificial setting. The sand 
installation at the Washington Project for the Arts is McCall’s first fully realized environmental 
project. The focus of the installation is, of course, a bold composition in a large, amorphous plot 
of sand on the gallery floor; affixed to the wall behind the sand paint is a large expanse of 
brown paper that functions like a cyclorama and on which is drawn a stylized yet illusionistic 
sea-side scene; various other stage devices, such as a stereophonic recording of the ocean’s 
incessant waves, and appropriate lighting, complete this highly theatrical tableau.  
 
Another response that McCall had to transposing the beach paintings indoors is the current 
series of large paintings on canvas in which sand has been added to the acrylic paint, imparting 
a textural dimension and creating sensuous effects of light and shadow. (He is also working with 
acrylic Dacron sailcloth, which gives a similar, if subtler, texture.) These fine new paintings, 
together with the ambitious environmental project, mark the most sophisticated phase of 
McCall’s development to date.  



 
That development reveals not just a sequence of increasingly complex and ambiguous 
responses to painterly concerns, but reflects the evolution of an aesthetic that embraces 
complexity and ambiguity as values in themselves. There is a wayward spirit in McCall’s art that 
has inspired a shift in his focus from object to project -  a shift from an art that was non-
referential and separate from the world outside itself to an art that is contiguous with the 
world and sometimes indivisible from it. And it is the poetic paradox of McCall’s work that it 
may be as transient and fluid as the sands and the ocean water from which it is sometimes 
made, yet remain as elemental and persistent as the timeless art of those past civilizations that 
reappears in it.   
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